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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the
summer 2017 examination series.
OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars,
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer
questions but do illustrate how the mark scheme has
been applied.
Please always refer to the specification (http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-chemistry-b-saltersh033-h433-from-2015/) for full details of the assessment
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment
materials and the June 2017 Examiners’ Report to Centres
available on the OCR website http://www.ocr.org.uk/
qualifications/.
The question paper, mark scheme and any resource
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from
summer 2018. Until then, they are available on OCR
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for
this).
It is important to note that approaches to question
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may
make small adjustments to improve the performance of
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive
changes.
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Question 1(a)
A group of students decide to analyse a commercial sweetener.
The major component is listed as the dipeptide aspartame.
The students crush a sweetener tablet and dissolve it in 1 cm3 of water in a test tube.
They add a similar volume of 6.0 mol dm–3 hydrochloric acid and some anti-bumping granules.
They then cautiously boil the contents for about a minute.
[1]

Suggest the purpose of adding the anti-bumping granules.

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner
commentary
Question
Item:
1bi

This question was generally well answered, as in this example.
Students less familiar with this technique, or possibly not having
used anti-bumping granules in a practical, tended to answer in
very vague terms.

tps://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67712423&PageCount=16&CanNum=341&pbc=&URL=&Structure…
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Question 1(b)(i)
The students expect the aspartame to have been hydrolysed by the hot acid.
(i) The structure of aspartame is given below with three functional groups (1, 2, 3) ringed.

4/2017

Print Script

Name the homologous series for the functional groups 1, 2 and 3.
1 ......................................................
2 ......................................................
[1]

3 ......................................................

Mark(s): - 1/1

Question Item: 1bii

5
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Question 1(b)(ii)
(ii) Functional group 2 and functional group 3 are hydrolysed under the acid conditions to give three 		
products. The products are methanol, and ions formed by the amino acids phenylalanine and
aspartic acid.
The structure of the amino acid phenylalanine is given below.
In the box draw the structure of the ion formed by aspartic acid.

Question Item: 1bii

[2]

Mark(s): 2/2

tps://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
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Print Script

Question Item: 1biii

(iii) Amino acids such as phenylalanine exist as zwitterions.
Use the structure of phenylalanine to help explain how amino acids form zwitterions.
Draw the structure of the zwitterion of phenylalanine.

[2]

Mark(s): 2/2

tps://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structur…

5/21

tps://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
5/21
© OCR
2017
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Question 1(c)*
Question Item: 1c

The students wanted to confirm that the aspartame had been hydrolysed to produce the two amino
acids, aspartic acid and phenylalanine.
They decided the best way was to use paper chromatography on the solution formed after the hydrolysis
reaction.
Describe how the students could carry out the chromatography experiment and explain how they could
use their results to show hydrolysis had taken place.
[6]

You may include a diagram in your answer.

Mark(s): 6/6

8/4/2017
8/4/2017

PrintScript
Script
Print

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
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4/2017
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Print Script

The students decided to investigate carbonated drinks
such as diet and regular cola.
Print Script
These drinks contain phosphoric acid (to increase the flavour) and aspartame.
Regular cola has a lower concentration of acid and keeps for longer than diet cola.
[2]

Suggest why regular cola keeps for longer.

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
Note the candidate has kept the answer succinct and to the
point. Examiners do not require a very long answer that goes
on to additional sheets, or blank space on the paper, to achieve
maximum marks.

Candidate answers to Questions 1b and 1d are of a very high
standard. The structures of the ions in 1bii and 1biii are clearly
drawn, making the marking easy for examiners.
In 1c, a Level of Response question, the candidate produces a
well-structured and clear commentary on how to set up the
chromatography, helped by the diagram. The explanation
of how the results show hydrolysis has taken place is also
addressed; this aspect of the question was sometimes
missed out.

In 1d this candidate also realises that the hydrolysis reaction of
aspartame will be catalysed by the (phosphoric) acid and the
more acid present the faster the reaction.

Question Item: 2ai

Question Item: 2ai

Question Item: 2aii
https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structur…

Question Item: 2aii

9
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Question 2(a)(i)(ii)
Two students decide to study the reaction of magnesium with dilute hydrochloric acid to find the order of
this reaction with respect to the acid.
The equation for the reaction is:

The students use the following apparatus:

The students run five experiments each using a different concentration of hydrochloric acid.
They use the same length of magnesium ribbon each time.
(i) Why was the length of the magnesium ribbon kept the same?

[1]

(ii) 50 cm3 acid is used each time.
The concentration ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mol dm–3.

Question
Item: 2ai
Calculate the maximum mass of magnesium ribbon that would completely react with the acid in all 		
five experiments.

mass = .................................. g [3]

Mark(s): 1/1

Question Item: 2aii
https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67726167&PageCount=16&CanNum=317&pbc=&URL=&Structure…
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Print Script

Examiner commentary
In 2aii the candidate failed to use the stoichiometry of the
reaction and therefore did not score the second mark; however
the candidate did realise that the mass can be calculated by
multiplying moles by the Ar of Mg, thus scoring the final mark
as an error carried forward.

In part 2ai the statement was given the benefit of the doubt,
the examiner feeling happy that the relationship between
the length of the ribbon and amount was understood by the
candidate.

Question Item: 2aiii

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67726167&PageCount=16&CanNum=317&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
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Question
Item:2(a)(iii)
2aiii
Question
Calculate the maximum length of magnesium ribbon needed to completely react with the acid in all the
experiments.
The mass per unit length of Mg ribbon = 1.3 × 10–2 g cm–1
length = .................................. cm [1]

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67712423&PageCount=16&CanNum=341&pbc=&URL=&Structur…

10/24

The answer is correct and therefore scores the mark. A specific
number of significant figures were not required by the question
and so rounded answers were credited, however the result
should contain the same number of significant figures as the
measurement that has the smallest number of significant
figures. This is good scientific practice.

12
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Question 2(b)
The students predict that the reaction will be second order with respect to acid.
8/4/2017
Write

Print
Script
the rate equation that would be appropriate for
this
prediction.

[1]

Question Item: 2b
Mark(s): 1/1

ExaminerItem:
commentary
Question
2c
‘Acid’ or alternatives such as H+, HCl were credited, but the
presence of Mg in the rate equation lost the mark.

13
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Question 2(c)
The students plot a graph of volume of hydrogen against time.
The graph of the results when the concentration of hydrochloric acid is 0.5 mol dm–3 is shown below.
Draw a line of best fit on the graph.
Use your line of best fit to calculate the initial rate of reaction at this concentration and give the units.
Show your working on the graph.

8/4/2017

Print Script

initial rate ..................... units ..................... [5]

Mark(s): 5/5
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Examiner commentary
Candidates were expected to clearly show a tangent to a curve
line of best fit (one mark), going through the origin (one mark).
A mark was also credited for following the instruction to ‘Show
your marking on the graph’. The faint lines cutting the tangent
were just enough to allow the examiner to award this mark, but
candidates should be warned that if working is asked for on a
graph or diagram they must show it clearly, and any drafts need
to be carefully rubbed out.

This answer correctly calculates the gradient giving the initial
rate (a range of +/– 0.5 allowed) and the units worked out using
the graph are correct. Some candidates attempted to convert
these units into mol dm-3 which received no credit.

15
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Question 2(d)
The students decide to measure the activation enthalpy for the reaction.
They repeat the experiment at different temperatures using a fixed concentration of acid.
The following table shows the data from their experiments.

8/4/2017

Print Script

Use the data to plot a suitable graph on page 9 and work out the activation enthalpy for the reaction.

activation enthalpy = ............................................ kJ mol–1 [6]

Mark(s): 5/6
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8/4/2017

Print Script

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67712423&PageCount=16&CanNum=341&pbc=&URL=&Structur…

13/24

Examiner commentary
If the answer was correct on the answer line all four marks were
Again, in this question, marks were available for the use of data,
automatically scored, however in this example the candidate
i.e. correctly labelling the axes (in this example the candidate
also clearly shows the relationship of the gradient to Ea. Some
has missed the 10-3 on the 1/T axis) and sensibly using the area
students unfortunately lost a mark by putting a negative sign in
of the graph (i.e. using 50% of the graph area on both x and y
front of their activation enthalpy value.
axes) to produce a straight line. The remaining marks covered
the steps
needed to complete the calculation.
https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67712423&PageCount=16&CanNum=341&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
14/24

Question Item: 3a
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Question 3(a)
A perfume laboratory is investigating the molecules responsible for the smell of some common flowers.
Their investigations suggest that the following two liquid compounds are important in the characteristic
smell of hyacinth flowers.

8/4/2017

Print Script

Acidified dichromate
solution
Question
Item:
3a can be used to distinguish between these two compounds.
Only cinnamyl alcohol can be oxidised using acid dichromate.

Explain why this is so, and describe any colour changes you would expect to see.

[2]

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
Question Item: 3b

The candidate correctly describes the expected colour change
(the colour before and after is required in this type of question)
and explains the primary alcohol in cinnamyl alcohol can be
oxdised whereas the tertiary in octimenol cannot. A very strong
answer.

18
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Question 3(b)
The products of the oxidation of cinnamyl alcohol by acid dichromate differ depending on the conditions.
Two experiments are shown below.
Name, in the appropriate boxes below and on page 11:
• the technique used in each set up
• the homologous series of the final product of oxidation

[4]

19
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Mark(s): 4/4

Examiner commentary
https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68131108&PageCount=16&CanNum=6253&pbc=&URL=&Structu…
15/23
A straightforward pair of practical techniques which candidates

would have been expected to have used.

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68131108&PageCount=16&CanNum=6253&pbc=&URL=&Structu… 15/23
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Question 3(c)
8/4/2017

Print Script

Ocimenol and cinnamyl alcohol are both unsaturated molecules.
Question
Item: 3c

Explain how you could use a solution of bromine water to show which of the molecules has the greater
degree of unsaturation.
[4]

Mark(s): 4/4

Examiner commentary
An excellent answer bringing in all the key ideas. i.e. equal
volumes of the alcohols; bromine added dropwise; bromine
solution decolorised and the more drops decolorised the more
unsaturated the molecule. Note: this could be answered in terms
of colorimetry but this method needs a much more detailed
answer. A common mistake was to bring the time taken for
decolorisation into the answer.

Question Item: 3d

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68131108&PageCount=16&CanNum=6253&pbc=&URL=&Structu…
16/23
© OCR 2017
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Question 3(d)
Both ocimenol and cinnamyl alcohol molecules show stereoisomerism.

•
•
•

Name the type of stereoisomerism shown by these molecules.
Explain how this isomerism arises.
The structure of one of the stereoisomers of cinnamyl alcohol is shown in the left hand box below;
draw the structure of the other isomer in the right hand box.

8/4/2017

Type of stereoisomerism .....................................................

Print Script

Explanation

[3]

Mark(s): 3/3

Question Item: 3e

22
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Examiner commentary
The most difficult mark to score here was the explanation
mark. The required answer had to bring in the idea of restricted
rotation and that there needed to be different atoms/groups on
each carbon in the double bond. The clarity of the explanation is
excellent in this example, but this was a relative rarity.

23
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Question 3(e)
Mass spectrometry can also be used to distinguish between ocimenol and cinnamyl alcohol. The
molecular ion peak in a mass spectrum of ocimenol is at an m/z value of 154.
What m/z value would represent the molecular ion peak in a mass spectrum of cinnamyl alcohol?

m/z for cinnamyl alcohol molecular ion = ......................................................... [1]
8/4/2017

Print Script

Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
134 was the correct answer and commonly scored.

Question Item: 4ai

Question Item: 4aii
24
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Question 4(a)(i)
This question refers to the Practical Insert that is provided as an insert to this paper.
(i) Name the piece of apparatus which is most suitable for removing the 25.0 cm3 of the
Cu2+ ion solution.

Question Item: 4ai
Mark(s): 0/1

[1]

Examiner commentary
The correct full technical
term was
required to score this mark.
Question
Item:
4aii
i.e. a volumetric pipette is the most suitable apparatus in this
titration.

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68228967&PageCount=16&CanNum=138&pbc=&URL=&Structur…

25
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Question 4(a)(ii)
(ii) Use the student’s results in the Practical Insert to work out an average titre that the student should use 		
in calculating the amount of Cu2+ in the ‘coin solution’.

average titre = .................................................. cm3 [1]

Mark(s): 1/1

8/4/2017

Print Script

Examiner commentary
Question
Item:
4aiii
The candidate has used
the correct
values and expressed the
answer to two decimal places, which is the expectation for a
volumetric analysis (many students left off the final zero and
therefore failed to gain credit).

Question Item: 4aiv
26
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Question 4(a)(iii)
(iii) Use your answer from (a)(ii) to calculate the percentage by mass of copper in the coin. Give your 		
answer to an appropriate number of significant figures.

Question Item: 4aiii
Mark(s): 3/4

percentage by mass of copper in coin = ...................................................... % [4]

Examiner commentary
In this answer the candidate scored the first mark for calculating

Question
Item:
4aiv
the number of moles
of thiosulfate
used in the titre but fails to

correctly calculate the resultant number of moles of copper.
However the mass is correctly found by multiplying by the Ar
and the answer is given to an appropriate number of significant
figures, therefore the last two marks are scored as error carried
forwards. Please note a significant figure mark will not be
awarded for any number in isolation showing the correct
significant figures. The number must be the result of a followable
calculation.

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68228967&PageCount=16&CanNum=138&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
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Question 4(a)(iv)
(iv) The student considers the uncertainties of measurement in the experiment.
The percentage measurement uncertainty marked on the apparatus used to transfer the
25 cm3 of the ‘copper’ solution is ±0.24%.
The volumetric flask is marked ±0.08%.
Calculate the measurement uncertainties of the other pieces of apparatus used.
Which piece of apparatus contributes most to thePrint
measurement
uncertainty in this experiment?
8/4/2017
Script

[2]

Mark(s): 2/2

Examiner commentary
Question
Item: 4v
The two marks available for this question were for the correct
percentage uncertainty calculations on the electric balance and
the burette. This proved difficult for many but, as exemplified by
this candidate, the required knowledge is that the uncertainty/
tolerance on apparatus where it is not known can be taken as
half of the smallest measuring unit (i.e. 0.005g on the balance
and 2 × 0.05cm3 on burette titre values). This divided by the
actual reading and ×100 gives the percentage uncertainty.
Knowledge of the reliability of answers is important in science
and so candidates should be given opportunities to calculate
various types of error/uncertainty in practical work.

28
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Question 4(a)(v)
(v) Name another method that the student could use to find the concentration of Cu2+ ions in the ‘coin 		
solution’.
[1]

Question Item: 4v
Mark(s): 1/1

Examiner commentary
Colorimetry was the expected answer, but calorimetry, a
possible spelling mistake, was not given credit. Key technical
words should be correct, particularly when there are similar
terms meaning something very different (another example
would be adsorption or absorption).

Question Item: 4b
https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=67712423&PageCount=16&CanNum=341&pbc=&URL=&Structur…
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Question Item: 4b

Question 4(b)*
The student’s method requires a standard solution of sodium thiosulfate for the titration.
Describe the techniques and procedures used to prepare a standard solution of a specific concentration
from a solid.
[6]

Mark(s): 5/6

Examiner commentary
This extended response question is clearly and succinctly
answered, addressing all the main ideas in producing a standard
solution of a solid.
This response was judged to have included sufficient scientific
detail to place in the level 3 bracket. Clearer communication of
the method would have been aided by some comment on the
need for accuracy of weighing (a two or three decimal point
balance) and reading the bottom of the meniscus at eye level. This
resulting in the response being awarded 5 rather than 6 marks.

https://ca-ai.assessor.rm.com/tools/CandidateEnquiry/PrintDocument.aspx?CSID=68132500&PageCount=16&CanNum=2794&pbc=&URL=&Structu… 21/21
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